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In early 2004, I received an invitation from Leire Llano to contribute an essay “related 
with dance and new technologies” to an online Spanish journal she was setting up. I 
proposed to develop a presentation I gave in April at METU (university) in Ankara into 
an article for her and she agreed. The article was published soon after in April 2004 as: 
“Blurring Boundaries/ a theory of the artwork” [parts I and II]. in: COMPAS: virtual 
dance magazine bcn.1 
 
Three years later, in April 2007, I as invited to take part in a lecture series organised by 
Christa Sommerer and Laurent Mignonneau, directors of the Interface Culture Program 
at the University of Art and Design Linz. In October 2007, I was invited by Dorothée 
Gestrich to develop my lecture for a publication they were preparing out of that series 
along one of two lines, “on Interactive Media Technologies  and/or The Choreographic 
Resource: Software for Dancers”.2 As I had already proposed the piece on 
‘choreographic resources’ to Performance Research, [see No. 27], I suggested to 
rework the “Blurring the Boundaries” for their publication, and they agreed. 
                                                 
1 http://www.compasbcn.com/ (accessed 7 May 2010). 
2 Email to the author, 3 Oct 2007. 
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